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  With a glitch or two the Luna has made her way to the proving grounds and the games have begun.  The Luna is to rescue a ship this is spiralling out of control with Capt Kate at the helm.:
The board of Inquiry has concluded and now the waiting game has begun.  Lt Anuviel, Capt Savar are now in Adm Xaviers quarters for some down time and a bit of dinner.  She has a tiny surprise

                        <<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<Begin Shoreleave Part 5 - Test Test Test>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
ACO_Jarek says:
::At tactical taking sensor readings of the freighter::
Host CO_Savar says:
@::Taking a seat::
TO_Rowe says:
::makes his way down a corridor, still trying to find CTO_Jarot::
OPS_Owens says:
::at Operations waiting for ME to determine if it IS actually a faulty plasma injector::
CNS_Anuviel says:
@::follows suit with Savar and also takes a seat::
Captain_Kate says:
#::Sitting at the helm of her ship,  pushing alot of buttons::
Host Adm_Xavier says:
@::Smiles at her guest and nods at her yeoman, Sven from Swedon, to get them all drinks.::
Host CO_Savar says:
@Adm: You wanted to see us, Admiral?
CNS_Anuviel says:
@::smiles at Sven and appreciatively watches him walk away... Thinks: Xavier knows how to pick 'em... heck I would if I were admiral::
CTO_Jarot says:
::on the bridge of the Luna, glancing at the viewscreen he looks at the TO::  TO: Ensign, ETA to the freighter ?
OPS_Owens says:
<Engineering> ::splits into two teams, one to check the Port Injector one for Starboard::
Host Adm_Xavier says:
@CO/CNS:  I'm glad you both could make it..It's been a stressful time for all of us.  I also haven't had the chance to thank you properly for saving SB 917.
Host CO_Savar says:
@Adm: Apparently, Starfleet does not feel the same way you do.
TO_Rowe says:
::arrives on the bridge and takes a whiff of air and walks to the ACO:: ACO: Thati Rowe reporting for duty sir.
Host Adm_Xavier says:
@<Sven>  ::Smiles appreciatively at the cute counsellor...with a wink he goes for drinks...fruit juice.::
ACO_Jarek says:
CTO: Sir the freighter has power,and basic life support..Your orders !
ACO_Jarek says:
TO Rowe: Take over here Mr. Rowe
CTO_Jarot says:
::turns to OPS::  OPS: Hail them, Lieutenant...
                                           ACTION:  Small erruptions can be detected onboard the USS Kate.:
OPS_Owens says:
::notes how the TO smelled the air when he arrived and decides to run a diagnostic on the Bridge's Life Support System too::
Captain_Kate says:
::Sees the Luna , and resumes working on her console::
CNS_Anuviel says:
@::nods listening to the admiral::
TO_Rowe says:
ACO: Aye sir. ::moves to take over Tactical::
TO_Sheridan says:
::works programming evasive manuevers::
OPS_Owens says:
::opens hailing frequencies::
ACO_Jarek says:
*Transporter room 1 and 2 ready to transport crew of the freighter when ordered
TO_Sheridan says:
CTO:Sould we be at yellow alert sir?
OPS_Owens says:
CTO: Hailing frequencies are open sir, yet to get a reply.
TO_Rowe says:
ACO: Small erruptions on the USS Kate, sir. Working on verifying what type.
Host Adm_Xavier says:
@CO:  Oooooo... I almost forgot... I got a surprise for you.  I know you and the counsellor would really want to be with your crew...so I arranged a showing of the tests... ::Turns:: SVen:  Be a dear, would you turn on the monitoring screen.
CNS_Anuviel says:
@::a flirty twinkle in her eye appears as she looks at sven... but then another part of her mind wonders what Nigel is up to::
TO_Sheridan says:
CTO:ETA 30 SEC.
CTO_Jarot says:
::nods at OPS::  OPS: Keep trying, also, try to get a lock on everyone onboard, just in case....
ACO_Jarek says:
TO Rowe: Sensor status of the freighter,What is going on over there?
Host CO_Savar says:
@::Raises an eyebrow, and debates if he really wants to see this real time::
Captain_Kate says:
#::Wonders whats taking the Luna crew so long as she works on keeping things together::
Host Adm_Xavier says:
@<Sven> Adm:  Aye Ma'am... ::Activates the screen then brings over the juice and snacks... chicken fingers, veggies and dip... some gagh::
CNS_Anuviel says:
@::nods:: Admiral: Admiral, what happened back there at the trial... I mean was there anything more I could have done do you think?
CTO_Jarot says:
TO: Very well, once we're in range, slow down and bring us within a 100 kilometers...
OPS_Owens says:
::nods at the CTO::  CTO: Yes sir.  ::turns to his console and checks for life signs then tries to apply a transporter lock::
ACO_Jarek says:
*Transporter rooms 1 and 2 *  Are your systems ready for multiple transports
CNS_Anuviel says:
@::recoils at the writhing wormy mess:: Ew....
Host Adm_Xavier says:
@CNS: No, Love was out for blood..Make no mistake....::Pops a worm into her mouth::  She will rue the day.
TO_Sheridan says:
::complys::
OPS_Owens says:
<TR1 and 2> *ACO* Aye sir, and if we weren't Lieutenant Owens would have our heads
TO_Sheridan says:
CTO:Done Sir.
TO_Rowe says:
ACO: They seem to be small fires, nothing too major at the moment, Sir
CTO_Jarot says:
OPS: Also make sure we have two engineering teams standing by in case they need assistance... I want them back on track as soon as possible...
Host Adm_Xavier says:
@CO/CNS:  I did manage one thing...Richards will not be the observer.
TO_Rowe says:
ACO: I am keeping an eye on them regardless. Sir.
Host CO_Savar says:
@::Nods slowly::  Adm: Do you know who will take his place?
ACO_Jarek says:
*TR 1&2*: That is acceptable,Indeed
Host Adm_Xavier says:
                                  ACTION:  On aft scanners, probes appears...markings are not starfleet.
OPS_Owens says:
::nods:: CTO: Aye sir, but I must remind you that much of our team is still trying to determine if there is a problem with our plasma injector... and if there isn't... they still have to determine what the problem is.
Host Adm_Xavier says:
@CO:  None at this time...  ::Continues to eat the gagh:: but I'll try to have a say in the matter.
CTO_Jarot says:
OPS: So noted and thank you.
Captain_Kate says:
#::Fights to keep control of her ship, cursing away::
ACO_Jarek says:
::Walks to Tactical to see whats going on::
Host Adm_Xavier says:
                                                       ACTION:  Life support fails on the derelict ship.
ACO_Jarek says:
::Notices the probes on sensors::
OPS_Owens says:
<Engineering> ::redivides the tema into smaller groups so that one can be on hand for the freighter::
CNS_Anuviel says:
@ ::is relieved even though she does not know Richards:: Adm: Do you know who is? ::avoids the gagh and finds the chicken fingers to dip in some honey mustard sauce::
TO_Rowe says:
::looks at his scanner readouts suddenly::
Host CO_Savar says:
@::Is intent on the screen.  He wonders if his ship notices the probes approaching from behind::
TO_Sheridan says:
CTO:I got some unknown probes on sensors.
OPS_Owens says:
CTO: Sir, I read life support has failed on the freighter
CTO_Jarot says:
::frowns::  TO: Unknown probes....?  and what is our ETA ?
TO_Sheridan says:
CTO:Coming from Aft Sensors.
Host Adm_Xavier says:
@CNS:  I'm trying for a Counsellor Simmons... I've heard good things about him.
OPS_Owens says:
::continues to try and lock onto any life signs::
TO_Sheridan says:
CTO:Sir I stopped this boat where you ordered.
ACO_Jarek says:
CTO: Sir I shall take a look,TO Rowe: Increase shield output to aft shields
Host Adm_Xavier says:
@CNS:  Ohhhh Sven does a mean chocolate Sundae, could I interest you in one....
TO_Rowe says:
::taps some controls, raising the output to the aft, hoping not to have an engineer come after him:: ACO: Aye sir.
CNS_Anuviel says:
@ ::shakes her head::  Adm: Counselor Richards? I hope they aren't related... ::hears the sundae offer:: Oh .... yes... never ever let a good chocolate pass you by... ::laughs::
CTO_Jarot says:
TO: Excellent... next time remember to report it... ::smiles, hearing the TO comment he turns to OPS::  OPS: Any luck on locking onto the lifeforms aboard ?
TO_Sheridan says:
CTO: I did.
Host CO_Savar says:
@::Asks the computer to display the current commander of the Luna... Jarot, interesting.... wonders where Owens is::
ACO_Jarek says:
CTO: Sir I have not been able to determine the type of probes aft as of yet
TO_Sheridan says:
CTO: I told you it was done sir.
OPS_Owens says:
::shakes head::  CTO: Sir, I have yet to determine if there ARE survivors.
Host Adm_Xavier says:
@<Sven>  ::leans over and whispers:: CNS:  I do a mean massage also.... I got some lessons from a very crafty Orion Woman.. to say she was talented is an understatement.
CTO_Jarot says:
OPS: Acknowledged....
CNS_Anuviel says:
@::smiles suggestively:: Sven: Sounds wonderful...
CTO_Jarot says:
TO: Mr. Rowe... any readings on the probes Ensign Sheridan reported ?
ACTION:  A BOP decloaks in front of the USS Kate... tractor beam locks onto it... Mean while power fluctuations occur on the Luna...
ACO_Jarek says:
CTO: Bird of prey decloaking and locking tractors on the Kate sir
OPS_Owens says:
CTO: Sir, I have one life-form!
TO_Sheridan says:
CTO:BOP on our scopes sir.Its Got the Kate.
ACO_Jarek says:
All: Red alert
CTO_Jarot says:
TO: Red Alert !
TO_Rowe says:
::notices his console blink out of existance and then back to life:: CTO: I have been working on it, but... ::notices the bird of prey he goes to red alert and watches the weapons charge::
OPS_Owens says:
::continues to work at his console with a furrowed brow::  CTO: Unfortunately the lock won't hold with the energy fluctuations
CTO_Jarot says:
::stands from his chair::  TO: Scan the klingon vessel...  OPS: Open a hailing frequency to the BoP..
Host Adm_Xavier says:
@<Sven>  CNS:  When we are finished with the Admiral... I'll take you to the holodeck...I have a great Risa program.
TO_Sheridan says:
::hits red alert button::
OPS_Owens says:
::hails the BoP::
ACO_Jarek says:
TO: Sheridan: Mr Sheridan .Prepare to lay in an intercept course if that BOP decides to leave
Host Adm_Xavier says:
%<BOP>  ::Ignores the hail.::
CTO_Jarot says:
COMM: BoP: This the U.S.S. Luna, please respond...
CNS_Anuviel says:
@::smiles:: Sven: Risa is one of my favorite places... but I might have to pass... my duty is to the Luna of course...
TO_Sheridan says:
::plots course::CTO:Plotted.
Host Adm_Xavier says:
@CO:  Savar, tell me what happened to you on the other side.
OPS_Owens says:
::pumps up the volume in the CTO's Comm. in  hopes that it'll get the Klingons attention::
Host Adm_Xavier says:
@<Sven> CNS:  I have it on good authority that the Luna will be occupied for a bit... Time is all we have right now.
                                ACTION:  Phaser fire from the BOP is their answer..  Direct hit... Shields down to 85%.
OPS_Owens says:
::grabs his console from the rocking::
CTO_Jarot says:
TO_Sheridan: Evasive manuevers...
TO_Sheridan says:
::hits evasive::
TO_Rowe says:
::initiates scans of the vessel:: CTO:  The BoP appears to be the one's we regularly come in contact with, I think we all know the information.... ::prepares to return fire::
CTO_Jarot says:
TO: Return fire, target their weaponssystems...
OPS_Owens says:
::pulls up Starfleet data on BoP's of this class from the computer core::
ACO_Jarek says:
OPS: Status of our engines?
Host CO_Savar says:
@Adm: Well, Admiral, it's quite a lengthy story...
            ACTION:  The stasis pod within sickbay flickers off.  The man inside slowly comes to life... Tral flexes his hands and feet.
TO_Rowe says:
::with the weapon systems already targeted he fires a full spread of phasers and a volley of torps::
Host Adm_Xavier says:
@CO:  We got time...  ::Notices Sven bringing out a lovely vegetable soup.::
CTO_Jarot says:
::holds onto his chair::  Self: Great day, klingons firing on us... for no reason... good training drill...
CNS_Anuviel says:
@ Sven: We will have to see... you know... things happen.
ACO_Jarek says:
CTO: Suggest a phaser narrow beam right up the tractor beam into the BOP power supply
Host CO_Savar says:
@CO: The Luna was sent on a mission to capture a former maquis operative named Xavier, and recover a stolen biogenic weapon.
CNS_Anuviel says:
@::pointedly pays attention to the CO and Admiral's conversation::
OPS_Owens says:
::refrains from chuckling at the ACO::  ACO: Your bloody guess is as good as mine.  Engineering has yet to determine the cause of the malfunction with absolute assuratey
ACO_Jarek says:
CTO: Once the tractor releases we tractor the ship away from it and continue the fire
Host Adm_Xavier says:
@::Raises an eyebrow:: CO:  My My now that sounds vaguely familiar... Don't they know I came in from the cold?
TO_Rowe says:
::begins to adjust the phaser output to put into action the ACO's suggestion:: TO_Sheridan: If we execute the plan the ACO suggested I will need you to bring us around for a better firing arc.
CTO_Jarot says:
ACO: Good suggestion....  TO: You heard the Captain... make it so...
ACO_Jarek says:
OPS: Please keep me informed
Host CO_Savar says:
@Adm: I was able to meet your counterpart face to face... along with her sidekick, Harmony.
TO_Sheridan says:
CTO:Its good as done.
OPS_Owens says:
ACO/CTO: May I remind you both that Life Support has failed on that ship with one survivor on board.  We need to get her out of there ASAP
TO_Rowe says:
::looks to helm before he can do anything and prepares to fire, when ready he fires:
CTO_Jarot says:
ACO: I was thinking of extending our shields to include the freighter...
Host Adm_Xavier says:
@CO:  Errr Harmony?  as in our Harmony?
Host CO_Savar says:
@Adm: Not... exactly, Admiral.
CNS_Anuviel says:
@::listens, eats some soup inconspiciously::
TO_Sheridan says:
::manuavers ship to a better firing arc to help::
OPS_Owens says:
ACO/CTO: I volunteer to beam over there with a med kit and an extra EVA suit for the survivor
ACO_Jarek says:
::Pushes many buttons and locks the tractor beam on the Kate and readies to initiate::
Host Adm_Xavier says:
@<Sven> ::Gently massages the counsellors shoulders::
TO_Sheridan says:
TO:Its ready.
ACO_Jarek says:
::Looks at the CTO:: ::Nods::
CTO_Jarot says:
OPS: Negative... we're at red alert...
TO_Rowe says:
::waiting for the results of his carefully planned shot, he readies another round for the BoP::
OPS_Owens says:
CTO: But sir... someone IS dying over there.
CNS_Anuviel says:
@::looks back at Sven a bit oddly, goes back to eating her soup::
                                                            ACTION:  Capt Kate convulses on the floor.
TO_Sheridan says:
CTO:We could drop a tiny hole in our shields and beam them through it.
ACO_Jarek says:
CTO/OPS: Lets get the ship away from the BOP first and go from there
CTO_Jarot says:
TO_Sheridan: Move us closer to the freighter... as soon as the tractor beam drops, Mr. Rowe will extend the shield matrix...
CTO_Jarot says:
TO: Mr. Rowe... results ?
OPS_Owens says:
::notes the life readings on his console::  CTO: The survivor is going into convulsions
TO_Sheridan says:
::Moves it closer::CTO:Done.
ACTION:  The Stasis tube opens and Tral exits... his eyes are blank and he begins to walk away... several medics try to restrain him but he pushes them away like pupets.
CTO_Jarot says:
TO: Extend our shields now...
TO_Rowe says:
CTO: The tractor beam is dead, and I am preparing to extend our shield matrix to include the freighter. ::extends the shields:: Aye sir
ACO_Jarek says:
::Reroutes Sciences power to the shields::
Host Adm_Xavier says:
@<Sven>  CNS:  My apologies Counsellor.. I meant no disrespect... ::moves off::
CTO_Jarot says:
OPS: Once the shields are around the freighter, do a wide beamout of the last known location !
OPS_Owens says:
CTO: With the shields extended... our defenses will be spread thin
ACO_Jarek says:
CTO: Sir I have rerouted Sciences power to the shields,I suggest we not do this long
ACO_Jarek says:
OPS: Agreed
CNS_Anuviel says:
@::smiles at Sven:: Sven: No offense taken... maybe some other time... :: Thinks like maybe when I figure out if Nigel and I are going anywhere... ::
TO_Sheridan says:
CTO:We better make it quick we can sit here and not move.
CTO_Jarot says:
::nods at OPS::   TO: Ensign Sheridan, get us out of here as soon as we have the freighter in our shields...
ACO_Jarek says:
CTO: I suggest OPS retrieves the survivor
CTO_Jarot says:
ACO: Agreed... as soon as the survivor is safe we're out of here...
ACTION:  An electrical discharge surges from the BOP... streaks of electrictity shoot everywhere, several hitting the Luna... the ship goes black.
OPS_Owens says:
::looks up::  Self: Of all the blasted....
Host CO_Savar says:
@Adm: I wonder what's going on over on the Luna... ::watches as his ship goes black::  They failed to retrieve the survivor, and now they are defenseless.
TO_Sheridan says:
CTO:A tactical Retreat?
TO_Rowe says:
::hates having to obey orders sometimes, and also hates the dark but he is only worried about the ship::
CTO_Jarot says:
::sees everything going back::  Self: Darn it...  OPS: Report !
OPS_Owens says:
*Engineering* Engineering... what are you bleedin' idiots doing down there?
Host Adm_Xavier says:
@::Winces::  CO/CNS:  Ooooo Nasty... that Capt over at the proving grounds has some interesting ways of testing.
Host CO_Savar says:
@Adm: Interesting perhaps.  I'm curious why they were caught so unprepared.
CNS_Anuviel says:
@::leans forward with interest::
ACO_Jarek says:
::Goes to engineering 1 and tries to establish secondary power::
OPS_Owens says:
<Engineering> *OPS* It's not us sir.  We seemed to have been hit by some sort of power discharge.  It's shorted out our systems.
ACTION:  A laugh comes out of Tral as the ship is plunged into darkness.... he begins running through the ship...
OPS_Owens says:
*Enginnering* Well bloody well fix the problem or that Bird of Prey out there is going to have us for dinner.
OPS_Owens says:
<Engineering> *OPS* Aye sir.  ::begins trying to ground out the power surge::
CTO_Jarot says:
Self: Unbelievable...   TO: Mr. Sheridan, hand over the helm and go after our CEO... immediately...
TO_Sheridan says:
::exits::
OPS_Owens says:
TO: I've got it.  ::slaves Flight Control to his console::
Host Adm_Xavier says:
@CO:  Well think about it...Who expects an electrical surge... its so so... 20th century.
ACO_Jarek says:
::Heads for Helm control::
CTO_Jarot says:
OPS: I'm waiting for that report, Lieutenant...
                                                                           ACTION:  The Luna begins to drift.
CTO_Jarot says:
TO: Mr. Rowe... do you still have the BoP on sensors... or anything you could "use" '
ACO_Jarek says:
OPS: I have helm control,It would seem you have your hands full
CTO_Jarot says:
?
ACO_Jarek says:
::Sits::
TO_Sheridan says:
*SEC*:I want all people to converge on Mr. Tral now!
CNS_Anuviel says:
@ ::is concerned about the ship... and Nigel::
TO_Rowe says:
CTO: I can't even see my console, I'm not sure...Sir
OPS_Owens says:
CTO: All I've got is a power surge as the reason from Engineering... Beyond that I know nothing sir.
CTO_Jarot says:
TO: Aye, move to engineering 1 and see if you can aid Lieutenant Owens...
ACO_Jarek says:
CTO/OPS: Secondary power should be coming on line in a moment
Host CO_Savar says:
@CO: Admiral, a normal electromagnetic pulse should have been stopped by the ship's shields and hull.
CTO_Jarot says:
OPS: Understood, like we didn't have enough on our hands as it was... keep me informed...
CEO_Lingn says:
ALL:MUHAHAHAHHA!
TO_Rowe says:
::gags as he hears "move to enginneering", but goes anyway::
Host Adm_Xavier says:
@CO:  Yes, did the McKinely finish all the repairs?
OPS_Owens says:
::wonders why the ACO thinks he can do what a team full of well trained Engineers have been unable so far::
CTO_Jarot says:
ACO: That would be a welcome change, I want power being put to use to maintain basic life support and primary systems only.. we need to get a situation asap...
CEO_Lingn says:
::runs toward engineering::
Host CO_Savar says:
@Adm: I honestly know not.  I was confined for the inquiry.
OPS_Owens says:
CTO: Sir, I respectufully remind you of the freighter survivor.
ACO_Jarek says:
CTO: Aye sir
ACO_Jarek says:
CTO: Permission to leave the bridge sir
CTO_Jarot says:
OPS: Currently we have bigger problems then one survivor, Lieutenant...
OPS_Owens says:
CTO: I'll take a shuttle over if necessary
CTO_Jarot says:
ACO: Permission granted
ACO_Jarek says:
OPS: I'm going to engineering to find and repair this problem.You take over as XO in my absence
CEO_Lingn says:
::enters Engineering screaming mad and tearing up consoles::
CNS_Anuviel says:
@::is begining to get more worried:: CO/Adm: Is there anything we can do?
OPS_Owens says:
CTO: I believe the needs of one weakened individual should always be defended by the many stronger.
                                                     ACTION:  The secondary systems kick in  barely...
CTO_Jarot says:
OPS: As long as power is down it would take you too long to get the shuttlebay, let alone open the hanger doors without power<
TO_Rowe says:
::as his console is back to life he rushes to it::
ACO_Jarek says:
::Gets up and heads for the jefferies tube port::
OPS_Owens says:
::wants to slam his fist on his console in frustration knowing the CTO is right::
OPS_Owens says:
::thinks to himself:  There must be a way::
ACO_Jarek says:
::Opens the jefferies port and climbs in::
TO_Sheridan says:
::enters engineering and he and 10 other men try to hold him down::
Host CO_Savar says:
@CNS: I do not believe they are in any real danger... Adm: Correct, Admiral?
CEO_Lingn says:
::fights madly to get free::
ACO_Jarek says:
::climbs down to the engineering deck::
OPS_Owens says:
::turns to the CTO again::  CTO: What about an escape pod sir?  I can pilot one over and dock with the freighter.
CTO_Jarot says:
OPS: But, Lieutenant... If you want to accompany the ACO and help him, we get power back online soon enough to start a shuttle...
TO_Sheridan says:
*CTO*:I need a little help down here!
CNS_Anuviel says:
@::laughs:: CO/Adm: Oh silly me... that's right they are on a test range...what could possibly go wrong?
Host Adm_Xavier says:
@CO/CNS:  So opinions on the testing?  I'm going to skin the Capt of the Proving ground...what he just did was illegal and uncalled for.
CTO_Jarot says:
OPS: Lieutenant, you would need to have a EVA Suit...
CEO_Lingn says:
::continues to fight throwing them across the room::
ACO_Jarek says:
::Arrives on the engineering deck and opens the jefferies port ::
CNS_Anuviel says:
@Adm: Illegal?
TO_Rowe says:
::assumes the BoP was temporaraly disabled by whatever happened, as he isn't seeing any signs of aggression::
CTO_Jarot says:
*TO*: Acknowledged... what is your status ?
OPS_Owens says:
CTO: The Escape Pod should have some in it's storage as per regulation 24 paragraph six.
ACO_Jarek says:
::Quickly makes his way to all the comotion::
TO_Sheridan says:
ACO:I need your help Mr Tral Is very strong!
ACO_Jarek says:
::Applies a nerve pince on the CEO::
TO_Sheridan says:
*CTO*:I need more men!
Host Adm_Xavier says:
@CNS:  That much electrical power to take down the shields.. fully functional shields would be able to weather that.  ::Frowns::  I wonder if the grounds and McKinely are in cohoots with each other.  ::turns:: Sven:  Get me the repair schedule for the Luna.
CEO_Lingn says:
::falls to the floor::
ACO_Jarek says:
TO Sheridan: Restrain him and get him to sick bay
CTO_Jarot says:
OPS: Very well, Lieutenant.. permission granted... on your own risk then..  ::moves to Lt. Rowe::  TO: Mr. Rowe.. direct more security teams to Sheridan's position...
ACO_Jarek says:
::Moves to main engineering::
TO_Rowe says:
*Security Team A*: Report to the Location of ACO_Jarek and TO_Sheridan immediatly, Rowe ::emphasisizing his name:: out.
                                         ACTION:  Although Tral fails he is not unconcious.. he is barely paralized.
TO_Sheridan says:
*CTO*:We got him thanks to our Vulcan Connection.
OPS_Owens says:
::stands and heads for the Bridge Access Panel and begins the climb to Deck Two::
CEO_Lingn says:
::trys to get up::
CNS_Anuviel says:
@CO/Adm: Cohoots? Is Love sector command here?
Host CO_Savar says:
@Adm: Either you have a significant number of enemies... or I do.
ACO_Jarek says:
::Taps Com badge:: *CTO* He is restrained sir,I have ordered him to sick bay under restraint
OPS_Owens says:
::slams his shin against a console in the dark in the process::
CTO_Jarot says:
*TO*: Understood...  Rowe: Belay that order...  get back to tactical and see if you can get some juice to the sensors and tell me what is going out there...
Host Adm_Xavier says:
@<Sven> ::Scurries of to do the Adm bidding.:
OPS_Owens says:
::grimaces::  OF all the blasted....
TO_Sheridan says:
*CTO*:I would like more men just in case.
CTO_Jarot says:
*ACO*: Very well, good work...  we're managing things up here...
ACO_Jarek says:
::Initiates battery back up power to his console::
Host Adm_Xavier says:
@CNS:  No she is not....but the Capt of the grounds was once in charge of McKinley.
TO_Rowe says:
*Security Team A*: Belay that order..
Host Adm_Xavier says:
@CO:  I have enemies in every corner my friend.
OPS_Owens says:
::arrives on Deck Two and pictures the corridors in his mind as he heads for the nearest Escape Pod::
CNS_Anuviel says:
@ Adm/CO: Why would they have anything against the Luna?
CTO_Jarot says:
*TO*: More men will be there when you reach sickbay...  ::motions Rowe to redirect the sec team to sickbay::  Jarot out.
TO_Rowe says:
::tries to summon more power for the sensors::
TO_Sheridan says:
::picks up Tral and moves him toward Sickbay
CNS_Anuviel says:
@ Adm/CO: I mean we are all on the same side... right?
TO_Rowe says:
::sends some help to sickbay::
ACO_Jarek says:
::Runs a full emergency power demand diagnostics on the power routing and demand::
OPS_Owens says:
::finds the access and opens the hatch activating it's self contained power supply::
OPS_Owens says:
*CTO* Sir, I'm ready to launch.
TO_Sheridan says:
::arrives at sickbay::
CTO_Jarot says:
*OPS*: Go ahead, Lieutenant, good luck..
Host Adm_Xavier says:
@::Mutters::  CNS:  You would think.
OPS_Owens says:
*CTO* Aye sir.  ::engages the launch system::
TO_Sheridan says:
*ACO*:Would it be possible for a mind meld with Mr. Tral to see what is wrong with him?
OPS_Owens says:
::looks at the darkened Luna from a small window on the escape pod before angling it toward the freighter::
ACO_Jarek says:
*TO * Sheridan : Not at this time,I am rather busy
TO_Sheridan says:
*ACO*:Yes sir.
OPS_Owens says:
::docks with the freighter and grabs two EVA suits, putting one on::
CNS_Anuviel says:
@ Adm/CO: So explain to me if you would about the politics here... is there a reason McKinley would have something against the Luna... and why was Love out for blood? Does she have something against Savar?
ACO_Jarek says:
:: Finds a polarity phase differential injector faulty on deck 8::
ACO_Jarek says:
*CTO* Sir I have found our propulsion proble
TO_Sheridan says:
DOCTOR:I want him restrained try to find out what is wrong with him.
Host Adm_Xavier says:
@<Sven> ::Returns with the info the Adm asked for, hands it to her then quickly moves out her shooting range.::
CTO_Jarot says:
*ACO*: Let's hear it...
CTO_Jarot says:
::sits down in his chair, glancing at the barely functioning sensor readings::
OPS_Owens says:
::steps into the darkened freighter and begins headign for the location of the survivor::
Host Adm_Xavier says:
@::Her face gets redder and jaw tightens as she reads the information.  She begins to snarl.  Tosses the padd at the Capt.::
Host CO_Savar says:
@::Catches the PADD one handed, and scrolls the data::  Adm: How dissapointing.
Host Adm_Xavier says:
@CO:  The Luna has been set up to fail Capt.  ::Turns:: Sven:  Open a channel to Cmdr Jarek.
ACO_Jarek says:
*CTO* It would seem we have a polarity phase shift  in the differential injector on deck 8
CNS_Anuviel says:
@::is surprised and jumps back at the Admiral's reaction::
Host CO_Savar says:
@Adm: Apparently...
TO_Sheridan says:
<DOCTOR>::restrains him to a biobed::
CTO_Jarot says:
:.thinks::  *ACO*: That's odd... I've never heard of such a thing doing that by itself... could it be sabotage ?
CNS_Anuviel says:
@::looks back and forth between the CO and the Adm:: CO/Adm: What? What?
Host CO_Savar says:
@::Passes the PADD to his Counselor::
CNS_Anuviel says:
@::reads over the PADD::
Host Adm_Xavier says:
@<Sven> ::Opens a channel then winces.:: Adm:  Ma'am the signal is being jammed and the proving grounds are not answering.
OPS_Owens says:
::reaches the heavy door to the bridge trying to determine how to open it::
ACO_Jarek says:
*CTO* In the 3 and 1/2 years I was a CEO I have never seen it either,and it will be difficult to repair ...However I am on it
CEO_Lingn says:
::growls at the doctor::
Host CO_Savar says:
@Adm: Are there any ships local to the proving grounds that we can raise?
ACO_Jarek says:
*CTO* I would not like to assume such a thing without first examining the evidence at hand
CTO_Jarot says:
*ACO*: Understood, good luck, but be on the look out, they possible saboteur could still be onboard... maybe this would be a good time to cancel the training drill, it is obvious that something isn't right here...
ACO_Jarek says:
::Makes his way to deck 8 with his tools::
OPS_Owens says:
::wishes he brought a phaser::
Host Adm_Xavier says:
@::Shakes head.:: CO:  'Fraid not.... but I'm not without my resources.  Sven:  Have my ship prepared.
ACO_Jarek says:
*CTO* I would be against that course of action,However I would proceed with caution
CNS_Anuviel says:
@::looks at Sven after reading the PADD, sensing the anger still not cooled:: Sven: You know why the repairs weren't done...
OPS_Owens says:
::if he was't in an EVA suit he'd slap his forehead::  ::pulls out his tricorder and tries to wire it's power source to the door's systems::
ACO_Jarek says:
*CTO* I would not like to let our Captain or Starfleet down on our first shakedown since retrofit
CTO_Jarot says:
*ACO*: Aye, Captain...
OPS_Owens says:
::satisfied with the connection he presses the door's activation button and stands back::
ACO_Jarek says:
*CTO* However you are in command at present and the choice is yours
CTO_Jarot says:
*ACO*: Understood and will do my best...  ::moves over the operations console, trying to find a way to send a message::..
Host Adm_Xavier says:
@<Sven> ::Looks down at his feet.:: CNS:  Yes...I know the person who was on the repair team.  We went through the Academy together.  Apparently the Capt of te proving grounds has a bet with a couple of his Intel cronies one in particular has a grudge against them.  He wants them taught a lesson.
ACO_Jarek says:
::Enters the deck 8 jefferies tube that runs along side the power conduits,relay sections and injector ports::
Host CO_Savar says:
@Sven: Witholding information like this is dangerous.
OPS_Owens says:
::sees the door open he quickly moves inside and puts the survivor in the EVA suit::
CNS_Anuviel says:
@ CO: He just discovered it... ::turns to Sven:: right Sven?
ACTION:  The BOP again locks onto the USS Kate with poor Nigel on it... This time though they engage engines and head off towards the exits of the grounds.
ACO_Jarek says:
::opens his tricorder and locates the source of the propulsion problem,also notices that some lites are not lit up on the relay panel so he investigates that problem first::
Host Adm_Xavier says:
@CO:  But Sir!  I didn't with hold it... I just found out!!  ::Pales::
TO_Sheridan says:
::heads for the bridge::
OPS_Owens says:
::falls over::  What in Blue blazes are they doing?  Don't they know they could have actually killed me with that shot?
ACO_Jarek says:
::Finds the loss of power to systems as the loss of isolinear chips::
CNS_Anuviel says:
@::nods as Sven is telling the truth::
TO_Sheridan says:
::arrives on the bridge::
OPS_Owens says:
::picks up the survivor and slings her over his shoulder wishing he was younger and in better shape::
CNS_Anuviel says:
@Adm/CO: Let's go and get the Luna out of trouble... and then kick some pips... later. ::smiles::
ACO_Jarek says:
::Removes 5 isolinear chips from bio tech labs and astrometrics and plug them into the main power relay system::
TO_Sheridan says:
CTO:Where do you need me?
ACO_Jarek says:
*CTO* Power should be coming on line now sir,Go easy on it though
Host Adm_Xavier says:
@::Smiles::  CNS:  You are talking my language my dear.... ::looks at the screen again.::  Looks like they just kidnapped my handsome.
OPS_Owens says:
::feels a slight vibration in the deck plates and realizes the ship is moving::
CTO_Jarot says:
TO: At the helm again, as soon as  Commander Jarek manages to give us some speed we will go after the BoP and the freighter...
CNS_Anuviel says:
@::smiles:: Adm: Your handsome? I would assume then that Mister Xavier is on that ship? ::a slightly teasing tone::
ACO_Jarek says:
::Heads for the injector::
OPS_Owens says:
::puts the survivor down and taps his Comm. Badge::  *Luna*  Owens to Luna...
CEO_Lingn says:
CTO:I got Our CEO restrained to a bio bed in engineering incase power should fail.
                                                                      ACTION:  The Luna cannot hear Nigel.
CTO_Jarot says:
*ACO*: Jarot to Jarek, Captain, the BoP and freighter are heading towards the exit of the grounds
TO_Sheridan
::sits at helm::
OPS_Owens says:
::taps the badge again then sighs at the negative response::
ACO_Jarek says:
*CTO* We have normal power to the ship now,Follow that BOP at half impulse for now I am beginning to repair the injector now
OPS_Owens says:
::looks down at the survivor picking her up again::
Host Adm_Xavier says:
@::Chuckles:: CNS:  No.... Zack is back at 917... handsome is the good Mr Nigel Owens.  I think it's the accent to be honest.
CTO_Jarot says:
*ACO*: Understood...
ACO_Jarek says:
*CTO* Do not loose that BOP !
CTO_Jarot says:
TO: Engage at pursuit course at half impulse...
CTO_Jarot says:
*ACO*: Understood...
TO_Sheridan says:
::initaites::
OPS_Owens says:
::arrives at the Escape Pod and puts the survivor inside::
TO_Sheridan says:
CTO:Done.
ACO_Jarek says:
::Begins re phasing and realigning the injector::
OPS_Owens says:
::heads for Engineering::
CNS_Anuviel says:
@::nods:: Adm: That accent.... :;lets loose a small sigh and smile:: yes... one of the many wonderful things about Nigel.
Host Adm_Xavier says:
@::Smiles:: CNS:  Seems I'm treading on some toes.. you have no competition here.
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